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An ellipsoidal model for studying response
of head impacts
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The objective of this study was to propose a new analytical model for studying response of head impacts. Head is modeled by fluid-
filled ellipsoidal shell of inconstant thickness impacted by a solid elastic sphere. Modeling the head as an ellipsoid is more realistic than
modeling it as a sphere, the previous model existing in the literature [3]–[8]. In this model, the effect of Hertzian contact stiffness and
local shell stiffness are combined to derive explicit equations for impact duration, the peak force transmitted to head, and the head injury
criterion. One of the advantages of the model presented is sensitivity to the site of impact. A comparison between the present analytical
results with the analytical data from spherical model [8] has been done to verify the validation of the present model.
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1. Introduction

Annual head injury statistics represent an enor-
mous emotional and financial burden of 1.5 million
people sustaining a Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI),
230,000 hospitalizations, 50,000 deaths, and 80,000–
90,000 people experiencing the onset of long-term dis-
ability, and an estimated $56 billion in annual costs
for TBI in the USA [1], [2]. Such a big problem
caused researchers to take many attempts at modeling
head impacts based on analytical, numerical, experi-
mental, or cadaveric methods.

ANZELIUS developed an early analytical model
for head impact that assumed the head to be a rigid
spherical shell filled with inviscid compressible fluid
[3]. His formulation involved an axisymmetric solu-
tion of the wave equation in spherical coordinates.
GUTTINGER used an identical model and formula-
tion, but in his analysis the fluid-filled spherical ves-
sel was initially at rest and instantaneously acceler-

ated to a constant velocity instead of translating the
shell with a constant velocity and bringing it to
a sudden stop [4]. They concluded that the initial
velocity input produced a compression wave at the
point of impact. The obvious defects of the fluid-
filled rigid shell model, such as producing cavitation
phenomena in the center and causing an infinite
speed of wave propagation, led GOLDSMITH to
a suggestion of an analytical or numerical solution
of a fluid-filled elastic shell [5]. ENGIN proposed
a model based on linear shell theory which includes
both membrane and bending effects, and investigated
determination of the dynamic response of a fluid-
filled spherical shell subjected to a local radial im-
pulsive load – a normal delta function [6]. The nor-
mal delta-function loading was extended to loadings
of finite duration by KENNER and GOLDSMITH [7].
YOUNG proposed a model to predict the impacting
with a solid elastic sphere by combining the Hertzian
contact stiffness, the effective local membrane, and
the bending stiffness [8].
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Because of the complexity of head, developing an
accurate analytical model is nearly impossible. So,
many numerical models were provided to cover the
complexity of head and discuss the influence of the
various parameters on model results that could be
found in open literature reviews by KHALIL and
VIANO [9], SAUREN and CLAESSENS [10], VOO et al.
[11], and RAUL et al. [12].

In all the pervious analytical models mentioned
above, a constant thickness spherical model for head
geometry has been used. In this paper, a more realis-
tic model for head has been developed by assuming
the head as an inconstant thickness ellipsoid. The
equations of peak force transmitted, impact duration,
and Head Injury Criterion (HIC) have been derived
and their results have been shown for any given
point of head. For verification of the model pro-
posed analytical results are compared with the ex-
isting data [8].

2. Theoretical model

Based on the geometry of the head, in the present
study the head has been modeled as an ellipsoidal
shell which is more realistic compared with the
spherical model. Menton to top of head, glabella to
back of head (head length), and head breadth could be
used as the three axes of the ellipsoid with regard to
the head geometry. The shell is filled with fluid that is
assumed to be water. The mechanical properties of
water are very similar to the brain and the cerebro-
spinal fluid properties (density 1040 kg/m3, bulk
modulus 2.19 GPa for brain, and density 1004 kg/m3,
bulk modulus 2.19 GPa for cerebro-spinal fluid [13]
compared to density 1000 kg/m3, and bulk modulus
2.2 GPa for water), and therefore, one can find in lit-
erature that water has frequently been used for mod-
eling them.

Physically, the model, as shown in figure 1, repre-
sents an impact of a solid sphere of mass msol traveling
at a velocity vsol with a fluid-filled ellipsoidal shell of
mass ms traveling at a velocity vs.

The shell has the radii a, b, and c (a > b > c), the
inconstant thickness h – as a function of coordinates
of head points and it is assumed that its material
properties are homogeneous and isotropic with
Young’s modulus Esh, Poisson’s ratio vsh and density
ρsh. The solid sphere has the radius Rsol and the ho-
mogeneous and isotropic material properties with
Young’s modulus Esol, Poisson’s ratio vsol and den-
sity ρsol.

Fig. 1. Illustrative representation of the ellipsoidal model

2.1. Laws of contact

The contact stiffness is considered to be the sum of
the Hertzian contact stiffness and the thin shell contact
stiffness.

2.1.1. The Hertz law of contact

Using the Hertz law of contact, the force-de-
formation law is [14]

2/3
HH xkF Δ= , (1)

where F is the applied force, ΔxH is the approach and
represents the maximum relative compression of the
two bodies, and the Hertzian contact stiffness kH  is
given by:
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where R1sh and R2sh are two principal radii of curvature
at the point of impact.
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the ellipsoidal model
and the coordinates system; a) front view,
b) side view, c) top view of head model

By using the spherical coordinates system shown
in figure 2, the Gaussian and mean curvatures, repre-
sented by K and H, respectively, are given by [16]:
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where u and v are the azimuth and the zenith angles in
the spherical coordinates system (u ∈ [0, 2π), v ∈ [0, π]).

The principal radii of curvature R1sh and R2sh are
given by [16]:
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2.1.2. Thin shell stiffness

The force-deformation law for the thin empty
shells is:

shsh xkF Δ= , (9)

where ksh – the shell stiffness – is given by [17]
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Since the mean curvature H locally describes the
curvature of surface, it could be used for the curvature
of shell at the point of impact. So, the radius of shell
Rsh at the point of impact can be calculated as:
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It was shown by YOUNG and MORFEY [18] that
the bulk modulus of fluid has no effect on the stiffness
of shells, and therefore equations (9) and (10) are
appropriate to use for both (compressible or incom-
pressible) fluid-filled and empty shells. Also as seen
in equations (1)–(4), the fluid has no effect on the
Hertzian contact stiffness. Thus, the analytical model
proposed in this study is applicable to both fluid-filled
and empty shells.

2.2. Explicit equations

With the same procedure as in YOUNG [8], the
equations of impact duration Tp and peak force trans-
mitted Fp can be obtained as:
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These equations are the same as equations reported
by YOUNG [8] for the spherical model except that in
the ellipsoidal model, Rsh and R* are obtained from
equations (4), (7), (8) and (11), but in YOUNG [8], Rsh
is the radius of sphere that models the head and R* is
obtained from:
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The head injury criterion (HIC) was defined by the
National Highway Traffic Society Administration
(NHTSA) in 1972 as:
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in which t1 and t2 are the initial and final times of the
interval during which HIC attains a maximum value
and a(t) is the resultant translational head acceleration
assumed to be:
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For 0 < t < Tp, by solving simultaneously:
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equation (16) is simplified to [8]:
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where effeck′  is comprised of the linearized Hertzian
stiffness and the shell stiffness as an approximate
linear stiffness of the system and is given by [8]:
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So, the HIC defined by equation (19) is simplified
to:
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As seen, HIC depends only on Δv, msol and ms, and
not on the radius of head nor impactor parameter.
Thus, the ellipsoidal model yields identical result with
that of the spherical model for the HIC.

3. Results and discussion

For simplification the thickness of the shell has
been chosen constant and equal to average skull thick-
ness h = 7.38 mm [19], but as previously mentioned,
it could be chosen inconstant. The other values of skull
based on the 50th percentile (male) data for the glabella
to the back of the head, the head length, and the head
breadth [20], respectively, and the skull’s bone data
[6] are assumed to be: 2a = 232 mm, 2b = 197 mm,
2c = 152 mm, vsh = 0.25, ρsh = 2140 kg/m3, Esh =
13.79 × 109 N/m2, vsol = 0.25, ρsol = 7850 kg/m3, and
Esol = 207 × 109 N/m2.

Thus, with these parameters for the head model,
ms becomes equal to 4.541 kg.

3.1. Parametric study
with varying impact site

The impactor velocity and mass were kept constant
at 2.0 m/s and 0.25 kg, respectively, and then based on
the analytical results, the effects of impact site on the
peak force transmitted and the impact duration were
explored.

As mentioned in section 2.2, HIC does not depend
on the radius of head. Thus, the values of HIC for the
ellipsoidal and spherical models are identical and its
values are constant with the variation of impact site.
The peak force transmitted and the impact duration for
the ellipsoidal model are compared with those of the
spherical model in figures 3 and 4a, b.

Fig. 3. Peak force results for different sites of impact
using spherical [8] and ellipsoidal models

(msol = 0.25 kg, Δv = 2 m/s)
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Fig. 4. Impact duration results for different sites
of impact using spherical (a) [8] and ellipsoidal (a), (b) models

(msol = 0.25 kg, Δv = 2 m/s)

In the ellipsoidal model, the peak force transmitted
and the impact duration were changed with the impact
site, whereas in the spherical model these parameters
were constant. Also the variation of the azimuth angle
(u) has lower effect on the aforementioned parameters
than the zenith angle (v).

The maximum of peak force transmitted and the
minimum of impact duration are observed at the posi-

tion of 
2
π

=v , u = 0, π, i.e. at the points of semi-axis a

(the major axis of ellipsoid). The minimum of peak
force transmitted and the maximum of impact dura-
tion are observed at the position of v = 0, π, i.e. at the
points of semi-axis c (the minor axis of ellipsoid). In
comparison with the spherical model, the peak force
transmitted at the points of semi-axes a, b, and c is by
8.56%, 2.47% higher, and 12.9% lower, respectively.
And the impact duration at the points of semi-axes a,
b, and c is by 7.85%, 2.39% lower, and 14.63%,
respectively.

3.2. Parametric study
with varying impactor mass

The impact velocity was kept constant at 2.0 m/s
and the effect of impactor mass variation has been
investigated.

Based on the two models, spherical and ellipsoi-
dal, figures 5 and 6 show a comparison between the
effect of impact at the points of semi-axes a, i.e. u = 0,

π, 
2
π

=v  (top of head), b, i.e. 
2
π

=u , 
2
π3 , 

2
π

=v

(glabella and occiput), and c, i.e. v = 0, π (left- and
right-hand sides of head). As seen in these figures,
for impact at the points of semi-axes a and b, the
ellipsoidal model has higher peak force transmitted
and lower impact duration compared with the spheri-
cal model. And at the points of semi-axis c, the
model presented has lower peak force transmitted
and higher impact duration compared with the
spherical model.

Fig. 5. Peak force results versus impactor mass using spherical [8]
and ellipsoidal models for impact at the points of semi-axes a, b, and c

(constant impactor velocity of 2.0 m/s)

Fig. 6. Impact duration results versus impactor mass using
spherical [8] and ellipsoidal models for impact at the points

of semi-axes a, b, and c (constant impactor velocity of 2.0 m/s)

3.3. Parametric study
with varying impactor velocity

The maximum force transmitted, and the impact
duration values against the impact velocity for impact
at the points of semi-axes a, b, and c for both the el-
lipsoidal and spherical models are shown in figures 7
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and 8, respectively. The impactor mass was kept con-
stant at 262 g.

Fig. 7. Peak force results versus impactor velocity using spherical
[8] and ellipsoidal models for impact at the points of semi-axes

a, b, and c (constant impactor mass of 262 g)

Fig. 8. Impact duration results versus impactor velocity using
spherical [8] and ellipsoidal models for impact at the points
of semi-axes a, b, and c (constant impactor mass of 262 g)

For impact at the points of semi-axes a and b, the
model proposed has higher peak force transmitted and
lower impact duration compared with the spherical
model. While, at the points of semi-axis c, the peak
force transmitted is lower and the impact duration is
higher than in the spherical model.

4. Conclusions

The ellipsoidal model was used to predict analyti-
cally the peak force transmitted, the impact duration,
and the HIC. Head has been impacted by a spherical
solid at any point of head and the results have been
compared with those of the spherical model of head
impact [8]. Sensitivity to the site of impact has been
included in the present model. Based on the paramet-
ric study, it is shown that the peak force transmitted

and the impact duration are more sensitive to the ze-
nith angle variation than to the azimuth angle.

Because the defined analytical HIC does not depend
on the radius of head nor radius of impactor, it can be
emphasized that in the prediction of the HIC, the ellip-
soidal model is the same as the spherical model.

In the present study, impacting at the head points
of semi-axes a, b, and c with varying mass and veloc-
ity of impactor were investigated to show the peak
force transmitted and the impact duration. Compared
with the spherical model at semi-axes a and b, the
results appear to have higher values for the peak force
transmitted and lower values for the impact duration,
but at the semi-axis c, lower values for the peak force
transmitted and higher values for the impact duration.

The analytical model presented can provide more
accurate results in comparison with the existing ana-
lytical models. Furthermore, it can be used for inves-
tigating the effects of site of impact and the effect of
inconstant shell thickness.
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